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Please stand by for real-time captions.  

 
Thank you for holding. Your conference call will begin shortly. If you are a speaker on today's 

event, please press star 0. Thank you. 

 
Thank you for holding. Your conference call will begin shortly. Thank you for your patience. 

 
Thank you for holding. Your conference call will begin shortly. If you are a speaker on today's 

event, please press star 0. Once again, thank you for holding. Your conference call will begin 

shortly. If you are a speaker on today's event, please press star 0.  

 
Welcome to the writing quality PPRs conference call. My name is Christine and I will be the 

operator. At this time all participants are in a listen only mode. Meter we will conduct a 

question-and-answer session. Note that this conference is being recorded. I will turn the call over 

to Cheryl Bates. You may begin.  

 
Thank you. Thank you, everyone, for joining us this afternoon. It is hard to believe that we are 

looking at the almost last week of September, which means that your PPRs will soon be deal. -- 

The purpose of today's call is to help everyone develop the PPR. Before we get started, I want to 

introduce Djuna Mitchell from the Social Security administration whom many of you may know 

as the project officer and she also happens to be the project officer for NDRN and she will be co-

presenting with me today and, in addition, we may be joined by now, Wilker who is our deputy 

director for the training and technical assistance. We are going to go ahead and get started. I will 

be watching that the chatbox. If people post in there. As Christine, the operator, indicated, we 

will be having a question and answer session at the end. We will go ahead and get started. First, 

we have a poll. We want you to tell us the ways that you are just -- engaged with the PPR. 

Charles, did we get the polls set up? I am not sure. I should have asked.  

 
No.  

 
No?  

 
Yes.  

 
Okay. Basically we want you to think about ways that you are engaged with the PPR. Do you 

prepare the PPR for your PABSS program? Do you oversee the PPR process? Do you write up 

the cases? Do you use it for internal accountability? Do you use it to tell the story of your 

PABSS program? I guess we are not really going to get an answer for this one, but these were 

questions forethought. So we will continue. Okay. The learning objectives for this training is to 

recognize the types of information that federal funders gathered from the PPRs, and particularly 



since we are focusing on the PABSS program, what Social Security wants to get from your 

PPRs. We are going to be -- to name four questions that should be answered by every case 

example in the PPR, and we want to pinpoint the way that you can improve your agencies PPR. 

So Charles, the poll is out there. Right?  

 
Yes.  

 
Actually, if people would go ahead now, and we will give you a few seconds to vote. This will 

kind of help us guide -- it will give us some general information. We will go for about another 

five seconds. Okay. Based on what I am seeing, about 60% of the people on this call prepare the 

PPR. About another 8% oversee the PPR process, and 16% right up cases. So that is good 

information to know. I am going to move on to the next slide. Thank you, Charles, for the poll. 

What are the purposes of the PPR? Clearly, the most important, one of the most important, is 

federal compliance and reporting. We are receiving federal dollars and we need to be 

accountable for those dollars, so reporting on what we do with the money, who we are serving, 

becomes critical to continued funding. We also use it as a diagnostic tool to examine the local 

needs. By the types of cases and questions and issues that are coming into you, we get a better 

sense of what is happening on the local level. It is an internal accountability tool because, again, 

it helps us identify whether the correct kind of work is being done. We use it for public relations. 

This tells your elected officials, as well as Congress and the Social Security Administration, what 

you are doing and how you are doing it. We also use it in public policy. We get requests from 

staff or administrations frequently, wanting to know -- what other kinds of issues that we are 

facing? Is there a specific population of people that is experiencing a certain kind of problem? I 

am going to continue. Federal reporting is a statutory requirement. It is accountability for, again, 

the use of federal funds and to meet program mandates. It is formal communication mechanism 

with program officers, compliance monitoring, information, and an opportunity to explain unmet 

goals or intended goals. What are the agencies looking for? They want to know, does your PPR 

accurately reflect the work of your agency? Are you in compliance with program guidelines? 

You know, particularly in the PABSS work, we are looking for information related to how you 

are removing barriers and helping people return to work . Are you collecting and reporting data 

accurately? Are there any unusual trends or problems that you need to explain? I am noticing that 

these slides are not numbered, so I think that this is slide number 9 for me. High-quality work is 

reflected in the PPRs, things like outreach to unserved and underserved populations. Your 

individual case work and systemic interventions to create change. What are you doing to change 

the way things are being done? The diversity of media outlets, their use for education, outreach, 

and training. Are you involved in systems advocacy and or class action work? What are the 

advocacy issues that you are working on? And most importantly, what are the positive 

employment outcomes from your efforts? These are all things that are reflected on the PPR. One 

-- I think that this should probably be my last one. Djuna, you know when you're ready to pick 

up. Concerned with data collection. We often read a lot of the reports and individuals have used 

other as a category for an entry, and it really is important to provide specific information about 

what occurred as part of that. For instance, and also to spell out your acronyms and abbreviations 

-- these are some that I did a very quick scan of the PPRs and I took it right off of the PPRs. 

People in your state may well understand what these abbreviations stand for but DVRS might 

mean something different in a different state so some of the abbreviations and acronyms that I 

have found is DVRS, D DDI, DIDD, and MHSA. Just like CAP for people within their P&A 



system, it means a client assistance program, CAP in the department of defense means the 

computer and electronic adaptive programs. So it is very important that you spell out your 

abbreviations. Djuna, I'm going to turn this over, I think, to you, now. Is this still mine?  

 
It is still yours but I would be happy to pick it up if you would like.  

 
Go ahead and pick it up and I do not know how we avoided the page numbers. I apologize to 

everyone. 

 
Well, one of the concerns that we had is regarding the case numbers. It is important that you tell 

us what your individual cases are and that you count those individuals because we need to get an 

accurate picture of how many people you are serving and what types of information you are 

providing if at all possible. The PPR is our best statistic to get a really good representation of 

what you do so that we can ensure that we are helping you to help others accurately. And that we 

are providing you with the correct support. Go ahead to the next slide, Cheryl.  

 
I am sorry.  

 
That is okay. It is a poll.  

 
It is a poll.  

 
[ Laughter ]  

 
We would like to know, how often do you run your PPR data? If you run -- how often do you run 

it?  

 
Okay. Charles has this set up as two different poll so the first question will be, do you run the 

PPR more than once a year?  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
This is encouraging. It looks like about 80% of the people run the data more than once a year 

which is good to know. Charles, can you go ahead and set us up with the second poll question, 

please?  

 
[ Pause ] 

 
That is really interesting.  

 
Yeah. All right. 

 
It is looking like -- I am sorry. Go ahead, Cheryl.  

 
I was going to say it looks like about more than half of the people run it quarterly, and a few 

people run it in the middle of the year, and other people do it, I guess, intermittently, so, again, 



this is helpful information and thank you for those who voted. We may not have captured 

everyone but everyone may not be online. They may be on the telephone. So take away, Djuna. 

Thank you, Charles.  

 
Can I get my next slide, Cheryl, please?  

 
I am sorry.  

 
All right. Here are the practical tips for data collection. You run data at midyear or more often if 

you like, compare your data with your projected priorities and objectives for the year and 

separate your advocacy on behalf of individuals in two separate cases. This really, really helps 

when I and my fellow project officers read your reports. It really helps if we can understand 

where you are in relation to the goals you have told us you were going to fulfill during the course 

of the performance year. Because we really do want to understand where you all are coming 

from and what you are doing. Because we know that your work is important and we want to be 

able, when Congress asks us, when other people ask us, to explain why your work is important. 

We know but we want to be able to present the picture accurately. Go ahead, Cheryl.  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
All right. This is one of my favorite tips. When a goal is not met, please explain why it was not. 

Did the circumstances change? Was there -- what was the reason why it was not met? For 

instance, if you told us you were going to create a YouTube video, is there a reason it did not 

happen? Was it funding? Was it a problem with getting the script approved? What happened? 

We want to be able to understand if a goal was not met, why it was not. Go ahead, Cheryl. 

Narrative. These are probably all -- as you all know, make them easy to read and follow, clarify 

who to help, what you did, what the outcome was, and try to think of it as the story cards that we 

might have gotten when we were little. Do you remember? They used to have -- I'm about to 

show my age now. They used to have the story card where one card was the beginning of the 

other card was in the middle and a third card was how it ended. Tried to think of your narratives 

that way. Tell us what you did, why you did it, who you helped, and then tell us how it ended so 

that we know what difference the PABSS made, and how it advanced that particular person's 

goal or to advance the systematic goals -- tell us how it moved us closer to the goal line in terms 

of our larger goal. Next slide, please.  

 
Djuna, let me ask a question why does while I advance. A lot of people like to -- reported that 

new important case that has come in perhaps and is not Reeves -- resolved yet. They will use that 

as one of their narratives in the case examples. Are you suggesting that perhaps that they do not 

use that new and exciting case as their example until they have an outcome?  

 
Nomad. Nomad. That is not necessarily what I am saying at all. What I am saying is do not leave 

me hanging. If you mention a case like that in your PPR, like a, let's say for this year, and you do 

not have an outcome, when I look at your PPR for next year, I am going to be looking for what 

happened. Don't leave me hanging. Don't start a great story and then not tell me how it ended.  

 
Okay. Thank you.  



 
All right. Let's see. Another set of practical tips. You write your narratives at case closure, when 

the details are fresh in your mind and vivid to you and 9 times out of 10, you will write a better 

story. Edit as you go. Work in smaller business times. Maybe -- three or four times a year, take 

some narratives out, get some editing, get them Chris, -- Chris, and the way that you want them 

and then put them in the folder to the side so that when you go to get your information, you are 

making the most concise presentation that you can. You are telling the story the best way that 

you know how. And if you have a narrative that shows a broad variety of service, a diversity of 

service, a diversity of population served, or it speaks to a number of problems within your state, 

go ahead and use that narrative. Tell us about that. We want to get a picture, not only of who you 

are as a PABSS, but what is going on in your state and how things are going. We really do want 

to know what is happening. Okay. Let's see. Narratives with a wide range of rabbit -- remedies. 

Tell us about the technical assistance that you are providing. Tell us about your litigations. 

Mention the various employment and remedies because I can tell you as a project officer, if we 

see a similar barrier coming up in multiple places, we do sit down as a staff and try to figure out, 

is there something that we can do to address that? Is there someone that we can share that 

information with? To try to see if we can help you make that change. Go ahead, Cheryl. This is 

important. Report on your collaborations with the WIPA and the other community partners. We 

really do want to know that. We want to know if there is a type of -- in your state that we have 

not heard of that you find yourself interacting with to make positive and employment change in 

your state, please tell us who they are. Make sure that you spell out any acronyms and I would 

include a brief explanation of what the organization as. And what they do. Go ahead, Cheryl. 

Email folders. I am a huge fan of email folders. If you ever come to look at my system, you will 

see that I have 40. I find it is a great way to keep your example straight. And also, when someone 

asks you a question, to be able to pull up your information quickly. And rosemary, we are getting 

for an example of a good narrative versus a bad narrative shortly so just hang with me. Next 

slide, please. Getting organized. Do you have tips that you would like to share for getting 

organized with each other? You can put them in the chat box and if I see -- when I see tips, I will 

read them out loud. For those people who are on the telephone. Next slide, please. Now, 

constructing casework examples and I cannot stress this enough. Please read, review, and be 

familiar with the terms and conditions. The terms and conditions, attached to the notice of Grant 

award and they can be separated from that document, so if you're fiscal person has that 

document, ask them to detach and make a copy for the staff doing the PABSS work of the terms 

and conditions. So that you all can see what our priorities are, what we expect you to be doing, 

what you can do as a PABSS, and to give you a better idea of kind of what we are expecting to 

see. Again, provide a diverse set of examples to show the range of work within your agency, 

ensure that they demonstrate service to the correct target population, and it always helps, like, 

with any good essay were writing sample. You use a topic sentence, define your issue, describe 

the action taken and follow-up with the outcome. Put your story cards in order. Next slide, 

please. Now, you assume that the reader is not familiar with the PABSS, your state agencies or 

organizations in your state and territories because that is probably true. I have some familiarity 

with some but not with others. Excuse me. Right out your acronyms and abbreviations. Use 

simple terminology. Personal is always good. Try to keep -- avoid either -- identifiers because 

we want to protect confidentiality but we want to know what happens. Next slide, please. Okay. 

Here is the question that you want to answer when you are working on a case example. What is 

the problem? What did you do? What is the outcome? And is -- if there are next steps, what are 



those? These are the questions that you want to see. Jodi, should we write them out or spell them 

the first time and then use the acronym? You can write them out the first time and then go ahead 

and use the acronym. I need a point of reference so I know what acronyms mean. Thank you for 

your question. All right. Now, here's a pretty good case example on two slides. It tells me that 

the PABSS worked with someone who is on SSI, and they live in a group home. This particular 

individual had an internship with a transit company and at the end issue was not offered a job 

and it tells me why. It says we close to the case. She wanted to continue so they assisted her with 

appealing that decision. They found out that the VR had not quite done everything that they 

should have done and that they provided her with only one opportunity for trial work expense, no 

assessments were done and there was not clear and convincing evidence that the client could not 

work. Next slide, please. The advocate insisted that VR reopen the case and worked with the 

client and VR to develop an interest inventory that included several viable jobs. Awesome. The 

client is now completing an internship in an assisted living facility near her house. The facility 

staff is happy with her work, and expressed an interest in hiring her. This example now tells me 

everything that I needed to know. It told me who it wise what their circumstances were, what the 

P&A did, what the PABSS did, and what the outcome was. And this is a good story. I am not 

walking away from it feeling with more questions than I have answers. Next slide, please. Here 

is an indistinct example. We tried to make these as random -- to take out any state identifiers so 

when you see that, we just pulled the name out as a state.  

 
Names have been changed to protect the innocent.  

 
That is correct. The PABSS was contacted by 28-year-old who receive SSDI and was having 

trouble finding transportation to work they contacted the PABSS and asked for assistance with 

this. The advocate encouraged VR to purchase reliable transportation for the individual. They 

also explained Social Security benefits and how those can affect the client or individual issue. 

This is a great start but it does not tell me how it ended. I do not know what happened. And that 

drives me crazy when I am reading a good story and then -- it is like having the last page missing 

out of the book. And then I have to go online and try to find the book because I have to know. 

Okay. Cheryl, I think this is the part where we turn it back over to you.  

 
Lucky me. Okay. So data. When I read the PPRs and, believe me, I do read all of your PPRs. I 

look at the data for kind of an overview of what you have done. How many individuals you have 

served, how many new cases, how many old cases, et cetera, so when I am looking at the data, I 

am also comparing it to previous years data. So you need to explain, if there is a significant 

change in the types of issues that beneficiaries are facing. You explain why particular target 

numbers were chosen. This kind of refers to the fact that many of you establish your P&A 

priorities with like a certain number of cases and, actually, in PABSS, much like GAAP, the 

expectation is that you are going to serve all eligibility -- all PABSS eligible individuals. When 

you write your application, you describe about what your goals are for the program, so if your 

goals were unmet, you need to describe whether it is a resource in adequacy, restrictive program 

criteria, or other impediments such as external changes that may come in fact, have affected your 

numbers. For example, the recession -- it resulted in fewer hiring -- people with disabilities. An 

increased number of veterans returning from wars in Iraq or Afghanistan anytime there is a 

significant change in your pattern, so to speak, it would be nice if you could explain it. Another 

area is training and outreach. A lot of you, and I'm constantly saying that you need to be doing 



outreach to unserved and underserved population and that there is a great need for information 

out there of our really how work incentives really can work and how they really do work, 

educating parents that it is okay for people to go to work. You need to be gathering your 

information all year long. Not just where you went, but also how many people were in the room? 

How many questions did you get as a result of doing that training? So gathering any 

correspondence about training or outreach in an email folder or a paper folder. Keeping track of 

the number of people that you have reached. Keeping minutes for meetings, particularly if you 

have been at meetings where you are working on a systemic advocacy or if the PABSS person 

happens to be on the state rehabilitation Council and the state rehabilitation Council is addressing 

how they are going to now meet the Pre-Employment Transition Services. I mean, keep all of 

this information handy because you really do want to report on it at the end of the year. As well 

as to maintain a list of all training completed by PABSS staff, Social Security wants to know 

what training you have received and where you got it from. These are important -- this is 

important information. A few final thoughts. Before you submit your PPR, you want to make 

sure that the report accurately represents the work that your agency does and, particularly with 

the PABSS program. You want to make sure that you are serving eligible PABSS clients, that 

you are identifying what the barrier to employment was that you addressed, et cetera. You should 

have someone write the report and someone else proofread the report. After a while, you get so 

close to it, you know what it is supposed to same, and that is where typos and things get 

overlooked. You need to run a spell check and make sure that any terms not included in the spell 

check are spelled correctly. And again, the editing should probably come after the spell check, 

because spell check will change the words around and many words sound the same but have 

different meanings. Most importantly, if you are unclear about any part of the PPR process, you 

should contact your Social Security project officer for help. They are there to help you, as is 

NDRN, so if you have questions or problems, rather than doing it wrong or rather than not 

answer it, please ask for clarification. These are the project officers for Social Security, so every 

one of you should be familiar with at least one of these names. Djuna Mitchell is on the line with 

us now and you can see her pretty little face. This is her telephone number and her email address. 

Margery McIver is a project officer for a number of states and you have their telephone number 

and email address. And Terri Uttermohlen who has been around for a while, so many of you are 

probably more familiar with her. I think that at this point we would like -- operator, we would 

like to open up the telephone lines for Q&A. 

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Thank you. We will begin the question and answer segment. If you have a question, please press 

star 1 on your touchtone telephone. If you wish to be removed from the queue, please press the 

#or the hash key. If you are using a speaker telephone you may need to pick up the handset first 

before pressing the numbers. Once again, if you have a question, please press star 1 on your 

touchtone telephone.  

 
I did just want to -- while the questions are queuing up, I wanted to make everyone aware of the 

fact that the PABSS templates for your PABSS PPR are set up for FY 16 in DA deeds and the 

database, the electronic database is set up and ready to go so you guys can start reporting your 

information soon. 

 



Christine, do we have any questions in the queue?  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
We do not. If you have a question, please press star 1 on your touchtone telephone. 

 
[ Pause ]  

 
We have no further questions at this time. 

 
[ Laughter ]  

 
Well, I guess that is a good thing, and I guess that what that means is that probably people have 

not started on the PABSS PPR for this year. Hopefully we have given a little bit more 

clarification as to the kinds of things that are expected. The one good thing about the PABSS 

PPR is that your numbers have to add up, because otherwise you cannot move to the next section 

of the PPR, so we have fewer data problems in terms of numbers not making sense. Hopefully 

we will have fewer or less usage of that other category. Which really does need to be explained. 

And often, I noticed that one of the things that I have observed is, for instance, in the disabilities 

-- on the disability listings that are there, someone will have a specific type of individual -- 

intellectual developmental disability named but has not grouped it with a larger category and I'm 

never sure if that is because they really did not know what it was or what. I see someone is 

typing a question. I am just going to double check with the operator that no one has -- know what 

is on the telephone lines.  

 
Pardon me? A question has just chimed in.  

 
Okay.  

 
One from Brian Roche. Please go ahead.  

 
Okay. I was typing and I could not tell if I got in or not. The question for SSA, for Djuna 

Mitchell, how are the case numbers coming in from your perspective? Are they where you want 

to see them as far as the service request and case numbers? Can I get your thoughts on that?  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Well, first of all, please call me Djuna. You can call me Mrs. Mitchell and I start looking for 

other people. Anyway. Generally, it varies from state to state. We know that your numbers are 

going to vary from state to state because each state has a population difference. We always want 

to seem -- to see -- we want to know what you are doing for individuals. What you're -- what are 

you doing at the systems level? We know that not everyone is going to have class action but we 

want to see the systems types of activities. We do want to know if your staff is participating on 

any state committees, any county committees, if there -- what is being done to try to implement 

change and make sure that people have fair employment opportunities in terms of trying to 

remove barriers. We know that there are some barriers that cannot be touched at this point, but 



try it to make sure that you move the ones that you can. I hope that helps to answer your 

question. I know that it is a little broad but it really does depend on what state.  

 
It did answer my question. Thank you very much and thank you for the presentation today. I 

thought it was very helpful. On one of the slides, you have listed keep folders and email and then 

you had some bullet points underneath and one was for it legislative advocacy. Is that their 

practical tips line or two getting started? And in the grand conditions of PABSS it lists legislative 

advocacy but on the other hand, coming down from others there has been all lot of talk about 

where that crosses the line into lobbying or using grant dollars for lobbying a that would violate 

nonprofit lawns or grant conditions. Can you talk about that a little bit, as far as examples of 

legislative advocacy that would be okay with PABSS dollars?  

 
Okay. I am actually very glad that you asked that question. I'm about to -- as my great-

grandfather would say, I'm going to try to tread light and walk easy and answer your question. 

Here is what I think that means. If there is a specific piece of legislation that is going to have a 

broad affect on people with disabilities, like, let's say for instance there is legislation to try to 

increase the number of accessible buses. Accessible public transportation options. In a given 

locality. So more people with disabilities it would be able to move about and therefore have a 

better opportunity of finding work. In my mind, educating your legislator about that at about the 

positive effects of that legislation -- I think you can do that. It is not partisan. It is not -- it is 

something that really will have a broad effects. I think that you can educate your legislators 

without necessarily crossing the line. Cheryl, did you have any thoughts you wanted to add?  

 
No. I think that is a good example and I think some recent examples are WIO -- WIOA, the 

workforce innovations and opportunity act that was being discussed and played out -- so yeah. 

We very clearly have a lot of information that legislators do not necessarily have. They may not 

always understand how certain public policies affect people with disabilities. So to the extent, as 

Djuna explained, that we can provide them information and real-life stories that they can take 

into consideration as they are making policy or revising policy, it is certainly an allowable 

behavior. It is an allowable activity. Brian, that was a good question. Thank you.  

 
Thank you.  

 
Go ahead, Brian.  

 
Well, I just really appreciate that. That really helps to bring some clarity to the situation because 

it has kind of been confusing with the CEO meetings and the information coming back from that 

and it is just -- it is hard to figure out what you can and cannot do because within the grand 

conditions that you are supposed to do this -- and so that example really helps. As far as 

educating the legislators.  

 
Right. And I think, you know, Social Security is similar to many of the other federally funded 

programs but it is also different, as we talk about -- in that PABSS core training, as long as the 

issue that you are addressing, that you can clearly draw a straight line between the issue that you 

are addressing and how it is going to improve employment opportunities and employment 

outcomes for people with disabilities, it is a legitimate activity. Because that is what Congress 



expectation is of this program. The program is going to basically -- the bottom line -- our 

advocacy is going to enable individuals to become more economically self-sufficient and, 

therefore, less dependent on benefits. So that is, I think, just one of the ways that PABSS is 

different than some of the other federally funded programs, so it is a good question. And Dale 

from Pennsylvania just reminded me that another classic example of legislative advocacy that is 

absolutely appropriate is employment first initiatives. You know? We know that we have the 

state vocational rehabilitation agencies. We have a lot of states that say, yes, we have an 

employment first policy. The reality is it is still business as usual. So a true employment first 

initiative needs to get the buy-in of everyone in the state, the Lazarus -- legislature, the funding 

agencies, the provider agencies, so that everybody agrees that employment is the first option. To 

just have -- to just say, yes we are in employment first state but continue to do business as usual 

where the are is not serving individuals with the most significant disabilities and the did the 

agency continues to fund segregated employment decisions -- that is not employment first 

initiative so there's a lot of legislative advocacy around employment first of that is really needed 

in the states to move that forward. With regard to information about the lobbying line, we can 

provide you with more specific information. I know Pauline in my office, Eric, Eric Gillman, our 

public policy person and David card, our communications person, have all done a fair amount of 

work around the lobbying issue. So we are happy -- if you have more specific questions, you can 

send them in and we can get you some specific answers -- David Hyde. Not David card. There 

are too many Davids in the office. We can get you additional information. You send the 

questions in and we will point you in the right direction. Djuna, I have a question regarding -- it 

kind of goes back to -- I thought of it when Brian was asking his first question. The question is, 

that in reviewing PPRs, I often see that the PABSS program is being used simply -- I do not want 

to say simply -- the PABSS program is basically supplementing the same kind of work that 

would be done under the client assistance program in that pretty much everything that they are 

doing is limited to the our clients. -- The our clients. The Social Security -- do they feel that that 

is adequate and appropriate? Would Social Security prefer that they also address some of the 

other priority objectives? I don't know. It is just a question and a thought because it comes up 

often. 

 
Okay. Well, first of all, I think that we want to see definitely the work, but we also want to see, 

particularly if there is not another funding stream that would address the beneficiary issue, then 

we want to cover it. I know that there is a tremendous overlap -- there can be between CAP and 

PABSS. I am aware of that because they are both employment and they both kind of touch on 

employment issues. I know that there is an overlap. We are aware of that as an agency. But we 

really would like to see, in order to ensure that we are serving the widest number of people 

possible and we are having the greatest possible effects, if you can -- cover it under another 

program, then you do, and if it gives you the capacity to serve that other person who happens to 

be a beneficiary who is finding work, then use it -- I would take the opportunity to increase the 

capacity and make sure that everyone is getting served. And that is just my take on it. 

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Okay. Operator, do we have any other questions in the queue?  

 
Once again, if you would like to ask a question, please press star 1 on your touchtone telephone.  



 
[ Pause ]  

 
We have no further questions at this time. 

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Well, if there are no further questions, I would like to thank Djuna for joining us and helping 

with this webinar and presenting. Okay. Brian, you have one more question.  

 
Brian has a question.  

 
Please go ahead.  

 
Thank you. I just love taking this opportunity when we have Djuna right here to give us the 

direct answer and it is really helpful from my perspective. With the grand conditions that we 

have had for the last 15 years and they have been modified a bit, early on, some P&As across the 

country tried to modify those a bit and squeeze them into their own program goals and 

objectives, kind of twist things around a little bit and initially -- they said no, these are the grand 

conditions. This is what I want you to do in this order. Is it still that way? Some of the slides it 

look like some P&As were coming up with more specific goals and then maybe not reaching 

them and then talking about them in their PPRs. Can you talk about that a little bit? To what 

extent have P&As been allowed to kind of altar the Golden objectives in and around the grand 

conditions?  

 
Okay. If you look at your most recent terms and conditions, and I do not have my copy in front 

of me, you have got your must and then you have got your may and we tried to show some 

flexibility in in the things -- in the things that you may do, but if you look at all of the most 

MMA, the things that we said you must do and the things that we said you may do, we always 

try to make sure that there is a solid next to employment -- there is a solid Nexus to either 

working with you and transitioning youth, and we have defined transitions between the age of 14 

and 25, or working with someone who is older and helping them move that barrier to 

employment so that they can go forward. We have said, you can view things related to 

advocating with a landlord to make sure that the person has interested and -- interest and egress 

from their home -- if you can prove that that is a barrier to employment for them. We respect 

your professional judgment and when you explain it to us, you can make that Nexus, and that 

goes back to something that I wanted to say earlier. If you are doing work and you can make that 

Nexus between the work that you are doing and how it advances the football in terms of getting 

more people with disabilities employed and removing that barrier, then we are all in favor of it. 

You just have to make sure that you make that connection for us because sometimes what I have 

noticed in reading the PPRs is that I can kind of see how it connects, but the person who wrote 

did not draw the line for me, so while I think I know, I am not completely sure. You make sure 

that you are drawing that line and making that connection. We have tried to give you enough 

latitude in the way that things are written to show respect for your professional judgment and 

your knowledge of the situation in your state so we have tried to be hard-line, to give you some 



firm, but also some latitude, because we know that the situations are different from state to state 

and I do not know if that answers your question. I hope it did.  

 
It did. Thank you very much and can I indulge for one more question? It is more specific on the 

grand -- in relation to the overpayment, what is the latest on what extent we can do overpayments 

and the situation?  

 
Again, you can do it if it is a legitimate barrier to work. And it is a work-related overpayment. 

Recently, I got a call from one of the projects. A gentleman had actually quit his job. He got and 

overpayment letter and he happened to -- it did not inform him of the situation. He saw the 

overpayment letter and she literally quit his job. Like he stopped. And that is a situation that we 

do not want. So if it is a situation like that, where the P&A assisting with that overpayment will 

move the barrier and help get the person back to work, then by all means, go forth and do your 

thing. In a situation like that, again, I encourage you to work with the benefit planner and work 

with the WIPA, and try to get that -- make sure that we have an accurate picture of what 

happened because that overpayment may be reduced or it may not exist by the time all of the 

work incentives are applied so again, it is an excellent opportunity to collaborate and to really, 

really move that needle and it is kind of -- and to get that one person back to work in the event -- 

in the hopes that we work collectively, we can get a bunch of people back to work. 

 
Djuna, what would be the role of the WIPA in that scenario? What would be the expectation of 

them? 

 
Speaking of a former SWIC I would contact the WIPA and see if they need the current criteria 

and if they do not, you see if there is another funding stream that project SWIChas where they 

can assist. The would look at the pay stubs for the individual to look that sick leave is not been 

counted, holiday leave is not been counted and the pay for those leave a -- because when we look 

at countable earnings for Social Security, we do not want to count your vacation pay. We do not 

want to count your sick pay. We do not want to counter -- we only want to count earnings. In 

terms of title II. In terms of SSI, title 16, the needle is a little bit different but we want to make 

sure that all of the work is done in any possible exclusions -- that they are definitely reapplied 

and so that is why I advise working with them.  

 
This is Margery and I am a project officer and I want to piggyback on what Djuna said and also 

they are really great at helping the individual and Social Security maybe identify some work 

incentives that may be were not applied and maybe there was subsidy or something like that so 

maybe that is not in overpayment and somebody needs to look at the case again but the PABSS 

could help them pursue the waiver, the reconsideration, and get the field office to look at that 

again.  

 
Thank you.  

 
Welcome, Margery. 

 
Hi. 

 



Thank you. Do we have any other questions?  

 
[ Pause ] we have no other questions. Please person -- proceed. 

 
Again, I want to thank everyone for joining us this afternoon. I know that this is a busy time, but 

we think that this is an important topic. I look forward to reading your PPRs in the near future. 

Because we have eight days left until the end of your grant award so if you have questions or 

comments, please do not hesitate to contact us or contact your project officer and come with that, 

we will close up the webinar. Thank you, again, Djuna. Appreciate you coming to the office and 

doing this with us and thank you, everybody, for taking time out of your busy day. Have a great 

afternoon and a great end of the year. Happy New Year's soon.  

 
Thank you. Thank you ladies and gentlemen. This concludes today's conference. Thank you for 

participating. You may now disconnect. 

 
[ Event Concluded ] 


